The Erdős-Falconer distance problem in Z 
Background and Results
A large portion of geometric combinatorics asks one to show that if a set is sufficiently large, then it exhibits some specific type of geometric structure. One of the best known such results is the Erdős-distance problem. Let f (n) be the minimum number of Euclidean distances determined by any set of n points in R d . The classical Erdős-distance problem asks one to show that there exists a constant c such that
As usual, we write X = o(Y ) if X/Y tends to zero as some common parameter of X and Y tends to infinity. The case d = 2 was recently resolved by ) with an ingenious application of the polynomial method. The conjecture remains open for d ≥ 3. See [6, 8, 13, 16, 17] and the references therein for more background and a thorough treatise of the problem.
A continuous analog of the Erdős-distance problem is due to Falconer ([15] ). For a compact set E ⊂ [0, 1] d , let ∆(E) = {|x−y| : x, y ∈ E} be the set of pairwise Euclidean distances in E. Falconer showed ( [7] ) that if dim 
Clearly, · is not a norm, though this notion of distance is preserved under orthogonal transformations. More precisely, let O d (F q ) denote the set of d × d orthogonal matrices with entries in F q . One can readily check that for
Once a suitable notion of distance has been established in F d q , the problem proceeds just as before. Problem 1.1 (Erdős-Falconer Distance Problem). Find the minimal exponent α such that if q is odd then there exists a constant C (independent of q) so that for any set
Note that when q = p 2 , then F p 2 contains a subfield isomorphic to F p , and hence, there exists a set E ⊂ F 
Note also that E has cardinality
Thus, we have explicitly constructed a set of size |E| = 2 d−1 such that ∆(E) = {0}. Then, taking any set of size |E| > 2 d−1 , gives ∆(E) = F 2 by the pigeonhole principle. This gives the sharp exponent in F d 2 in the strongest possible sense. We shall henceforth assume q is odd. Iosevich-Rudnev ( [11] ) gave the first explicit exponent for the Erdős-Falconer distance problem in F d q :
It would be reasonable to expect that whenever E ⊂ F d q with |E| ≥ Cq d 2 for a sufficiently large constant C, then ∆(E) = F q , in line with the Falconer distance problem. However, it was shown in [10] that Theorem 1.3 is sharp in odd dimensions in the sense that the exponent d+1 2 cannot be replaced by any smaller value. It may still be the case that d 2 is the proper exponent in even dimensions. The only known improvement occurs in the case d = 2, where it has been shown ( [1, 3] ) that if E ⊂ F 2 q , then there exists a constant C such that whenever |E| ≥ Cq 4/3 , then |∆(E)| ≥ cq for some 0 < c ≤ 1. Note that the exponent α = 4/3 is in line with Wolff's exponent for the Falconer distance problem. See [8, 14] and the references contained therein for more on the Erdős-Falconer problem and related results.
Despite the Erdős-distance problem having been resolved in R 2 , the Falconer distance problem is open in all dimensions, and the finite field analogue is open in all even dimensions. To try and obtain a better understanding of why this is the case, the author along with Iosevich and Pakianathan extended ( [4] ) the Erdős-Falconer distance problem to Z q , the integers modulo q. Here we let
We obtain the following results in this setting.
ℓ is a power of an odd prime. Then
This result is a nice extension of Theorem 1.3 in the sense that when ℓ = 1, Z p ℓ is a field, and the exponents match those of Theorem 1.3 exactly. Since Theorem 1.3 is sharp in odd dimensions, then Theorem 1.4 is sharp in odd dimensions as well, at least in the case ℓ = 1. In [4] it was shown that Theorem 1.4 is close to optimal in the sense that there exists a value b = b(p) such that |E| = bq ( This shows that for these constructed sets E, we have|∆(E)| ≤ p ℓ−1 = o(q). It is of interest to extend Theorem 1.4 to non-units in Z q and to the case q = p ℓ . This is the purpose of the article, and our main result is the following. 
where χ(x) = exp(2πix/q). Since χ is a character on the additive group Z q , we have the following orthogonality property. 
2 Proof of Theorem 1.5
The proof of Theorem 1.5 follows a similar approach as that in [4] . We write ν(t) = |{(x, y) ∈ E × E : x − y = t}|, and we will demonstrate that ν(t) > 0 for each t ∈ Z q . To this end write
We will utilize the following Lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. For d > 2 and t ∈ Z q for odd q, we have 
Applying Lemma 2.1 it is immediate that
In order to deal with the error term R t , we note that
where the last inequality follows from adding back the zero element and applying Proposition 1.9. Applying Lemma 2.2 and putting the estimates for M and R t together, we see that
where
and this shows that ν(t) > 0 whenever
for a sufficiently large constant C. It remains to prove Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.
Gauss Sums
Before we prove Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we will need the following well known result which we provide for completeness.
Definition 2.3 (Quadratic Gauss sums).
For positive integers a, b, n, we denote by G(a, b, n) the following sum
where χ(x) = e 2πix/n . For convenience, we denote the sum G(a, 0, n) by G(a, n).
Proposition 2.4 ([12]
). Let χ(x) = e 2πix/n . For a ∈ Z n with (a, n) = 1, we have
where · denotes the Jacobi symbol and
Furthermore, for general values of a ∈ Z n , we have
Proof of Lemma 2.1
We first note that by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, it is enough to prove Lemma 2.1 in the case that q = p ℓ is a power of a prime. Write
Put val p (s) = k, if p k is the largest power of p dividing s, in which case we let s = p k u, where u ∈ Z × p ℓ−k is uniquely determined. Then,
.
Applying the trivial bound
we have
Proof of Lemma 2.2
Writing m = (m 1 , . . . , m d ) and unraveling the definition, we see
Our first step is to write s = p 
